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Abstract

Choreographic Programming [12] is an emerging paradigm for programming communications
in concurrent and distributed systems. The key idea is that programs are choreographies,
which define the communications that we wish to take place from a global viewpoint, using
structures inspired by the “Alice and Bob” notation for security protocols [14]. Then, an
EndPoint Projection (EPP) synthesises a correct-by-construction implementation in process
models (e.g., process calculi), guaranteeing important properties such as progress and operational
correspondence [1, 2]. The applicability of the paradigm has been demonstrated in different
settings, including service-oriented programming [1, 2, 13, 3], adaptable distributed software [6],
cyber-physical systems [10, 9], and software verification [4].
Processes in choreographic programs typically interact via reliable point-to-point message
passing. This is expressed by language terms like p.e -> q.y, which reads “process p evaluates
expression e locally and sends the result to process q, which stores the received value in its
local variable y”. However, this is not quite what happens in reality since a) communication is
(usually) asynchronous and b) reliability is not absolute but approximated.
The first issue has been addressed in a series of works—we mention [7, 8, 5]. Intuitively, a
communication p.e -> q.y can be thought as happening in two steps one where p sending the
message and one where the message is received by q e.g., by the runtime terms p.e -> x; x -> q.y
where the fresh name x is replaced by the message in transit.
This is the first work to investigate the second issue in a choreographic setting1 . We focus on
communication channels where sending and receiving operations may fail—it is fair to assume
that receiving can succeed only if so does sending. We ignore the issue of message duplication
or modification during transit. We do not assume any particular model or mechanism for failure
detection or propagation of this information. Reworded, to assume failures to be consistently
known to all participants would be misleading. As a consequence, choreographies can only rely
on knowledge local to each process when reacting and recovering from communication failures.
Observe that in the classical choreographic primitive p.e -> q.y communication intention
from communication implementation are fused and indistinguishable. In the setting considered
in this work instead, both ends of a communication may need to react to failures and retry their
action (send/receive) or engage in additional interactions (e.g., with a logger). The local nature
of failures and the need to program recovering strategies calls for new communication primitives
that separate all these phases. To this end, we replace the classical primitive p.e -> q.y with a
primitive for declaring a communication i : p -> q, attempting its send action p.e -> i and its
receive action i -> q.y where i is a communication identifier bound by the declaration and all
other terms are as in p.e -> q.y. Observe that the sent value and the location where it is stored
may change at each attempt e.g., to count failures. We assume that each process can query the
outcome of an attempt from a local variable associated to the communication identifier. As an
example, consider the following fragment:
1 Perhaps the closest work to ours is [11] where a choreographic model with reversible computations is
proposed. We remark that in loc. cit. communication is assumed lossless in order to coordinate recovery phases
and communication roll-backs.
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i : p -> q;
def RECV :
i -> q.y;
if i@q then 0 else RECV in
def SEN D :
p.e -> i;
if i@p then RECV else SEN D in
SEN D

At line 1 a communication from p to q is declared and denoted by i. At line 2 starts the recursive
definition of RECV where an attempt to receive is made (line 3) before either completing the
protocol or retrying the operation depending on the status of i (Line 4). At line 5 starts the
definition of SEN D which behaves likewise. Finally, at line 8, the choreography starts protocol
SEN D. Intuitively, this elementary program implements a reliable communication from p to q
by repeatedly attempting each send and receive until the message is successfully delivered. In
order to formally prove that his and similar programs do actually succeed in implementing their
communications we introduce a probabilistic semantics of choreographic programs to support
probabilistic reasoning. This allows us to formalise and answer questions like “how likely is a
protocol to deadlock given a certain probability of communication failure”.
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